Amanyangyun, China
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A peaceful resort on the outskirts of Shanghai, Amanyangyun rests amid a forest of camphor
trees. Offering a glimpse of China’s past, 13 re-mastered Ming and Qing Dynasty villas have been
moved brick-by-brick from Fuzhou, and are complemented by an Aman Spa, three restaurants,
two bars, and a cultural centre known as Nan Shufang.
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A peaceful resort on the outskirts of downtown Shanghai, Amanyangyun is the culmination of an
ambitious feat of architectural and ecological conservation. Amid a flourishing forest of camphor
trees near a tranquil lake, 13 re-mastered Ming and Qing Dynasty villas have been carefully
moved brick-by-brick from Fuzhou to offer a glimpse of China’s past in a magnificent natural
setting. Amanyangyun also offers 24 contemporary suites, a comprehensive Aman Spa, three
restaurants, two bars, and a unique cultural centre known as Nan Shufang.
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A peaceful resort on the outskirts of downtown Shanghai, Amanyangyun is the culmination of an
ambitious feat of architectural and ecological conservation. Amid a flourishing forest of camphor
trees near a tranquil lake, 13 re-mastered Ming and Qing Dynasty villas have been carefully
moved brick-by-brick from Fuzhou to become an integral part of Aman’s fourth destination in
China. These are complemented by 24 contemporary suites designed by Kerry Hill Architects.
Offering a glimpse of China’s past in a magnificent natural setting, Amanyangyun is a
destination unto itself with a comprehensive Aman Spa, three restaurants, two bars, and a
unique cultural centre known as Nan Shufang.
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A peaceful resort on the outskirts of Shanghai, Amanyangyun is the culmination of an ambitious
feat of architectural and ecological conservation. Amid a forest of camphor trees near a tranquil
lake, 13 re-mastered Ming and Qing Dynasty villas have been carefully moved from Fuzhou to
become an integral part of Aman’s fourth destination in China. Offering a glimpse of China’s
past in a magnificent natural setting, Amanyangyun offers a comprehensive Aman Spa, three
restaurants, two bars, and a unique cultural centre known as Nan Shufang.
Meticulously designed by Kerry Hill Architects, Amanyangyun’s 13 restored Antique Villas and
24 contemporary Ming Courtyard Suites are set on spacious grounds within the camphor forest.
Every Antique Villa has its own garden and private swimming pool, and has been sensitively
restored to include up to five bedrooms. The contemporary suites combine expansive living
areas with twin courtyards.

Amanyangyun’s 2,840m2 Aman Spa is one of the most comprehensive wellness centres in
Shanghai, offering ten treatment rooms, six relaxation lounges, extensive hydrotherapy facilities
and a hair and beauty salon. Heated indoor and outdoor swimming pools offer terraces with
forest views, while an expansive movement facility incorporates a Fitness Centre, a Pilates
Studio and a spacious Yoga Studio.
An exceptional setting for special events, Amanyangyun has brought together expert chefs from
around the globe to offer a culinary safari for gastronomes across its five exciting dining venues.
These include Lazhu (Chinese), Arva (Italian), Yin Lu (Cantonese hotpot), The Bar and The Cigar
Lounge. Other event spaces include the Ballroom, a Boardroom and Nan Shufang.
Named after the royal reading pavilion in the Forbidden City, Nan Shufang is the cultural heart
of Amanyangyun. A space in which to appreciate traditional crafts such as calligraphy, music and
seal carving, or to watch a Kunqu Opera performance, it also offers nine gracious private rooms
for traditional tea and incense ceremonies.
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A peaceful resort on the outskirts of Shanghai, Amanyangyun is the culmination of an ambitious
feat of architectural and ecological conservation. Amid a forest of camphor trees near a tranquil
lake, 13 re-mastered Ming and Qing Dynasty villas have been carefully moved from Fuzhou to
become an integral part of Aman’s fourth destination in China. Offering a glimpse of China’s
past in a magnificent natural setting, Amanyangyun offers a comprehensive Aman Spa, three
restaurants, two bars, and a unique cultural centre known as Nan Shufang.
Amanyangyun’s story began 700 kilometres away in Jiangxi Province, known for its camphor
forests and historic villages. When plans for a much-needed reservoir were approved, the fate of
these remnants of Old China appeared to be sealed. But Fuzhou native and philanthropist, Ma
Dadong, conceived a bold plan to relocate as many Ming and Qing Dynasty villas as possible, and
ultimately 10,000 camphor trees. Aman joined the restoration project in 2009, and after years of
dedication, Amanyangyun opened in January 2018.
Meticulously designed by Kerry Hill Architects, Amanyangyun’s 13 restored Antique Villas and
24 contemporary Ming Courtyard Suites are set on spacious grounds within the camphor forest.
Every Antique Villa has its own garden and private swimming pool, and has been sensitively
restored to include up to five bedrooms. Light-filled with woodland views, the contemporary
suites combine expansive living areas with twin courtyards and an outdoor bathtub.
Amanyangyun’s 2,840m2 Aman Spa is one of the largest and most comprehensive wellness
centres in Shanghai. Its ethos draws inspiration from the resort’s name, ‘Yang Yun’, part of a
300-year-old inscription within Beijing’s Forbidden City meaning ‘nourishing cloud’. While
celebrating the past, the spa also offers the finest modern diagnostic and treatment tools, as
well as ten spa treatment rooms, six relaxation lounges, extensive hydrotherapy facilities, and a
hair and beauty salon. Heated indoor and outdoor swimming pools offer terraces with forest

views, while an expansive movement facility incorporates a Fitness Centre, a Pilates Studio and a
spacious Yoga Studio
An exceptional setting for special events, Amanyangyun has brought together expert chefs from
around the globe to offer a culinary safari for gastronomes across its five exciting dining venues.
These include Lazhu (Chinese), Arva (Italian), Yin Lu (Cantonese hotpot), The Bar and The Cigar
Lounge. A fine selection of teas, wine, sake, premium spirits and signature cocktails complement
the seasonal dishes curated with the freshest of locally sourced produce. Other event spaces
include the Ballroom, a Boardroom and Nan Shufang.
Named after the royal reading pavilion in the Forbidden City, Nan Shufang is the cultural heart
of Amanyangyun. A haven for the arts of Ancient China, it is a cultural centre housed within the
most architecturally impressive antique buildings to have made the journey from Fuzhou. A
space in which to appreciate traditional crafts such as calligraphy, music and seal carving, or to
watch a Kunqu Opera performance, it also offers nine gracious private rooms for traditional tea
and incense ceremonies.

